Hello Tyler,

Thanks for your question. Upon further review, it appears that your organization is not eligible for a rating at this time, specifically, since it has under 1% for fundraising expenses for FY 2016. One of our rating criteria is that an organization must have at least 1% of its expenses allocated to fundraising for three consecutive years. Please see the link for more information about our rating criteria: https://www.charitynavigator.org/index.cfm?bay=content.view&cpid=32

Because our goal is to help individual givers, we only rate those charities that depend on support from individual givers. Charities that depend on the public for support, must fundraise to sustain their operations. Allocating a minimum of 1% of expenses to fundraising indicates that a charity is actively soliciting donations from the general public.

Please note that a lack of a rating does not indicate a positive or negative assessment by Charity Navigator.

Hopefully, one day we will be able to rate your charity and thus validate the efficiency and accountability of your operations. Let me know if you have any further questions.

Best,

Munasiba  
Charity Navigator  
Associate Program Support Analyst